Set (1975) 5/8"x30" capped iron rod with aluminum cap and galvanized steel post with boundary paddle.

Found 18" Hemlock stump, only a portion of an "8" and "BT" is visible on the scribe. New bearing and distances N87°W, 29.7'. Found 30" Spruce stump, only a portion of the "T" visible on scribe. New bearing and distance S43°W, 7.7' and placed Parks corner tag. Placed mound of stone around iron rod 18" high and 2' square base.

CWl/16 Section 17 (1981)

Set 5/8"x30" capped iron rod with aluminum cap and galvanized steel post with boundary paddle 3.0' South.

Erected mound of rock around iron rod 3.0' diameter by 1.0' high. No BTs or stumps available. Obliterated corner and accessories set in 1975.

Center ¼ Corner Section 17 (1981)

Set 5/8"x30" capped iron rod with aluminum cap and galvanized steel post with boundary paddle 2.0' South.

9" Hemlock N78°W, 9.3' to center, scribed "C# S17 BT".
7½" Hemlock S80°E, 6.9' to center, scribed "C# S17 BT RS691".

Placed Parks corner tag on this BT. Obliterated corner and accessories set in 1975.

CEl/16 Section 17 (1981)

Set 5/8"x30" capped iron rod with aluminum cap and galvanized steel post with boundary paddle 2.0' South.

5" Spruce N65°E, 30.3' to center, scribed "CEl/16 S17 BT".
7½" Spruce East, 28.9' to center, scribed "CEl/16 S17 BT RS691".

Placed Parks corner tag on this BT. Obliterated corner and accessories set in 1975.

NEl/16 Section 17 (1981)

Set 5/8"x30" capped iron rod with aluminum cap and galvanized steel post with plain white paddle 2.0' East. Erected mound of stone around iron rod.

15" Hemlock N68°E, 35.1' to center, scribed "NEl/16 S17 BT RS691".
8" Hemlock S33°E, 8.3' to center, scribed "NEl/16 S17 BT".

Placed Parks corner tag on both BTs. Obliterated corner and accessories set in 1975.

1981 Witnesses to monuments set: Ron Hemmer
Lynn Boge
Lee Hettema
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